
MIND TWISTERS, PUZZlES [[ GAMES superlatives. present perfect &fb

23 -Experiences
A~ Put the adjectives in italics into the superlative form.

Examples:

What's the 1.QrJ.g~f;;& you've ever had your hair? long

What's the ..mOs..t..wonde.rfu.I... holiday you've ever had? wonderful

f} What's the point you've ever been to? high

g} What's the speed you've ever travelled at? fast

a} What's the mistake you've ever made? big

b} What's the video game you've ever played? good

c} What's the day you've ever had? happy

d} What's the you've ever been away from home? far

e) What's the experience you've ever had? terrifying

h} What's the thing you've ever bought? expensive

i} What's the meal you've ever had? delicious

j} What's the movie you've ever seen? bad

~ Writeanswers to three of the questions in 1.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

~ Work in pairs.

Read and memorize the questions in 1.
Now take it in turns. One of you reads out an answer. The other one must
say the question that matches the answers.

Example:

Your partner: Australia.

You:What's the furthest you've ever been away from home?

,!) Work in pairs.

Write two questions usingthe superlative of some of the following adjectives.
Then ask your partner your questions.

beautiful borins excitins fat incredible interestins ridiculous sillH strons
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MINO TWISTERS,PUZZLES& GAMES following instructions A~
~

10 Picturepuzzles
Work in pairs. Discuss how to solve these puzzles.

(1) Look at these glasses.

The 3 glasses on the left are full of orange juice.
The 3 glasses on the right are empty.
Move just one glass so that the glasses are alternately full and empty.

~ Look at the 2 arrows.

Using only 2 straight lines, make a third arrow.
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~ Use 10 coins to make the triangle.

Now turn the triangle upside-down by moving only 3 coins.
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